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Cet article examine comment on s’est appuyé sur un idéal sexué de la famille de classe
moyenne pour relocaliser de « bons citoyens », selon la définition administrative, d’un
quartier de taudis aux multiples dimensions et pourtant diabolisé de St. John’s dans les
années 1950 et 1960. Nous soutenons que, sous le couvert du reaménagement urbain,
les notions de « bons citoyens » et de « bonnes familles » ont été redéfinies en fonction
du sexe et de la classe par les critères d’admissibilité à de nouveaux logements
subventionnées. Nous avons constaté qu’au départ seules certaines familles du noyau
central de la ville répondaient aux critères d’obtention d’un nouveau logement. Pour
conclure, nous étudions les implications du réaménagement urbain à St. John’s pour
les recherches historiques sur la modernité et sur l’élimination des taudis.
This article investigates how gendered middle class family ideals were used to relocate
administratively defined “good citizens” from a multidimensional yet often demonized
“slum” neighbourhood in St. John’s in the 1950s and 1960s. We argue that under the
guise of urban renewal, notions of “good citizens” and “good families” were
reconstructed along gendered and class lines through housing eligibility criteria for
new subsidized housing projects. Our findings show how housing eligibility criteria
initially rehoused only specific families from the inner city area. We conclude by
discussing the implications of urban renewal in St. John’s for historical work on
modernity and on slum clearance.
A CASUAL WALK ALONG THE NORTH SIDE OF NEW GOWER STREET in
contemporary St. John’s takes the pedestrian by the Delta Hotel, office buildings,
Mile One Stadium, and City Hall. Across the street lies the St. John’s Convention
Centre, which is connected by a pedway to City Hall. If the pedestrian looks at the
rock face behind City Hall and Mile One Stadium, they are glancing at part of an
area that once contained the “central slum” of St. John’s. The hillside behind the
buildings in this area once contained 1,500 people.1 From 1950 to 1966, all of the
1 This figure is based upon a calculation from the 1945 nominal census of Newfoundland of the
individuals on the streets in the “central slum” that was cleared from 1950 to 1966. See Nominal
Census, books 36 and 41, Eleventh Census of Newfoundland and Labrador (1945), GN 2/39/A,
The Rooms Provincial Archives Division, St. John’s. We acknowledge funding from the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) Insight Development Grant program for the
research project: “Contesting Urban Space: Changes to the Centre of St. John’s, Newfoundland
and Labrador, 1950 to 1966.” John Blackwell, research officer at St. Francis Xavier University,
Christine Knott and John Phyne, “Rehousing Good Citizens: Gender, Class, and
Family Ideals in the St. John’s Housing Authority Survey of the Inner City of 
St. John’s, 1951 and 1952,” Acadiensis XLVII, no. 1 (Winter/Spring 2018): 178-207.
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residents were removed, first under the guise of better housing (1950 to 1956) and
later (1960 to 1964) under the auspices of urban renewal. This article analyzes the
classed and gendered assessments that planning officials made for the relocations
from 1950 to 1956, and argues that the relocation of inhabitants out of the city centre
was based on specific narrow constructs of masculinity, femininity, family, and
citizen.
This article is comprised of six sections. First, we situate the context that informed
the planning process from 1950 to 1956 in St. John’s. This was the slow movement
towards slum clearance and social housing initiated by the Canadian state in the
1940s and 1950s.2 The early part of this period predates Newfoundland’s entry into
Confederation, but was instrumental in “solving” the slum issue. Reforms to the
National Housing Act in 1944 and the emergence of Central Mortgage and Housing
Corporation as a funding body in 1946 fostered social housing within a framework
that favoured private-sector construction of single-family homes. Canadian
municipalities dating to the 1930s had pressured the federal government to do
something about slums in their inner cities, and the 1950s was the first realization of
significant federal support in this area. We briefly examine the impact of the slum
clearance and urban renewal efforts sponsored by the Canadian state in the cities of
Halifax, Saint John, and Toronto. Urban planners sought nuclear families in detached
houses as the “ideal” family type. While planners, politicians, and administrative
officials sought “modern” ways of architecture and living, the removal of inner-city
dwellers from slums differed from one context to the next. Those involved in the
planning process developed, through surveys and other measures, knowledge about
the communities they were relocating.3 Efforts at slum clearance, urban renewal, and
was instrumental to the success of this SSHRC application. The University Council for Research
and Centre for Regional Studies at St. Francis Xavier University also provided funding. We thank
Helen Miller, Neachel Keeping, and Alanna Wicks of the City of St. John’s Archives for their
assistance in accessing photographs and other materials. Phyllis Bartlett of the City of St. John’s
provided access to the Special Minutes of Council Meetings. Julia Reddy painstakingly took data
from photocopies of the 1945 census of Newfoundland and typed these into a more readable excel
file format. Donna MacDonald, Department of Sociology at St. Francis Xavier University,
assisted with the calculations from the 1945 census. Jack Fitzgerald of St. John’s and Dr. Nicole
Power of the Department of Sociology at Memorial University provided advice in the early stages
of this project. Rhonda MacDonald of the Department of Sociology at St. Francis Xavier
University, and Wilhelmina Stewart of Antigonish, transcribed the interviews. We also thank the
51 individuals who took time to be interviewed for the SSHRC-funded portion of this project
(since 2014), as well as the 11 individuals who provided information interviews in 2012 and 2013.
Charles Conway, Department of Geography, Memorial University of Newfoundland prepared the
maps. We thank the three anonymous references for their comments on a previous draft of this
article. Finally, we thank Margaret Phyne (1938-2016). She assisted John as he prepared for this
project and provided valuable information on the city centre. Authorship for this project is on a
rotating basis.
2 There was a planning process in St. John’s prior to Confederation that fed into the CMHC-based
policies in the early 1950s. That process will be discussed later in our empirical consideration of
St. John’s.
3 This is the case for places as varied as Toronto and Halifax. For Toronto, see Richard White,
“Urban Renewal Revisited: Toronto, 1950 to 1970,” Canadian Historical Review 97, no. 1
(March 2016): 1-33. For Halifax, see Tina Loo, “Africville and the Dynamics of State Power in
Postwar Canada,” Acadiensis XXXIX, no. 2 (Summer/Autumn 2010): 23-47. As we shall see,
planners developed a similar knowledge of St. John’s.
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social housing were not just about relocating “slum dwellers” to more favourable
surroundings; these were also premised on rehousing appropriate families – more
specifically nuclear families. Along with properly planned social housing
developments, nuclear families provided the basis for constructing modernity in
cities. By modernity, we mean material practices, bureaucratic processes, spatial
arrangements, and day-to-day forms of social interaction that embrace formal rules
and regulations. We conclude the first section by showing how nuclear families,
while dominant, were just one family type in Canada on the eve of social housing.
However, St. John’s planning officials looked to the nuclear family as the desirable
type of modern family for new public housing developments.
Second, we review the social and demographic features of St. John’s in the 1940s.
We introduce the problem of the “central slum” of St. John’s to show that the
planning vision there since the 1940s was to provide homes in new locations for those
who were “better off”; this would initiate a “filtering up” process whereby poorer
residents in the slum would occupy the homes left by those moving to a new
development – Churchill Park. This did not happen. Churchill Park became a middle
class suburb. This sets the context for the post-Confederation period (after 1949),
when Newfoundland’s slum clearance and planning processes had parallels
recognized by writers elsewhere in North America as well as in the United Kingdom.4
The third section takes us to the first decade after Confederation when the St.
John’s Housing Authority conducted a survey (1951 and 1952) to determine the
eligibility for public housing financed by Central Mortgage and Housing
Corporation and the Province of Newfoundland. From 1950 to 1956, the planning
process showed an early preference for stable nuclear families. This survey included
gendered and classed notions of “good citizenship” and “good homemaker” as a
basis for determining eligibility. In addition, only families that could afford to pay a
minimum rental rate were approved. In the process, “good citizen” homeowners and
“poor citizen” renters (and non-renters) were deemed ineligible for relocation.
Qualitative information from the surveys on these matters is covered in section four.
Section five begins with a brief discussion of what happened to those not
relocated between 1950 and 1956. In the early 1960s, under the guise of urban
renewal, the City of St. John’s cleared out the remaining inhabitants (through
expropriation of homeowners if necessary). And in the 1970s and 1980s the City of
St. John’s moved to commercialize the former “central slum” while also providing
some low-income housing in the area. Today, some urban poor remain in the inner
4 In the United States, while considerations of the slum date back to the Chicago School of
Sociology in the 1920s the classic work on slum clearance is Herbert J. Gans, The Urban
Villagers: Group and Class in the Life of Italian-Americans (New York: The Free Press, 1962).
In Canada, Donald H. Clairmont and Denis W. Magill, Africville Relocation Report (Halifax:
Institute of Public Affairs, 1971) and Donald Clairmont and Denis W. Magill, Africville: The Life
and Death of a Canadian Black Community, 3rd ed. (Toronto: Canadian Scholars’ Press, 1999)
provide classic accounts of racial inequality and slum clearance. For the United Kingdom, work
on the slums dates back to Engels’s study of mid-19th-century Manchester and Booth’s work on
late-19th-century London. The first major work on the impact of relocation on an administratively
defined slum in the United Kingdom is Michael Young and Peter Willmott, Family and Kinship
in East London (London: Penguin, 2007). This is the most recent edition of a work originally
published in 1957.
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city of St. John’s. Despite the emergence of St. John’s as a servicing base for the
offshore oil and gas industry, the remaining urban poor in the city centre have not
benefitted from this new wealth. Today, some rely upon food banks. In the
meantime, the Newfoundland and Labrador Housing Corporation assesses who
among the urban poor are eligible for social housing.
We conclude by situating the St. John’s experience within the context of the
connections between slum clearance and modernity. While there was a bias in
favour of stable families in St. John’s, the experience of this city, like its Canadian
counterparts, shows the need to reconsider slum clearance, social housing, and urban
renewal as a negotiated and conflicted process in which the ultimate outcome was
not fully determined by the original design. Despite the variations in planning
outcomes, concerns with modernity were part of the ideology behind slum clearance
and urban renewal in Canada.
Slum clearance, urban renewal, social housing, and modernity in Canada, 1946
to 1964
Changes to the National Housing Act (NHA) in 1944 (as well as subsequent
changes) and the emergence of Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation
(CMHC) in 1946 had implications for housing for the subsequent three decades. The
1944 NHA provided for the financing of social housing in Canadian cities. CMHC
emerged as a financer of both market-based and non-market-based housing in
Canada.5 In Canada’s cities, the NHA and CMHC influenced the housing of war
veterans (late 1940s), early public housing (early 1950s), and urban renewal
(1960s).6 Since the latter two are important for our purposes, this section briefly
reviews their impact on Canadian cities and the selection of appropriate families.
The modernity involved in these efforts was not just about housing; it was also about
the housing of socially appropriate families.
Public housing in the 1950s and 1960s favoured nuclear families. CMHC, by
insuring mortgages during the 1950s, fostered the entry of the banks into the private
housing market. This supported the expansion of middle class suburbs of detached
homes.7 When it came to public housing, the detached single-family suburban home
informed CMHC and provincial housing policies. Even if the form of public housing
consisted of row houses or apartments, the single-family dwelling became the norm
of housing policy.
The CMHC policy critical to public housing in postwar Canada is the 75 per cent
federal and 25 per cent provincial contribution to housing developments.8 Thus
municipalities, which are under provincial jurisdiction, finally had the financial
5 John Bacher, Keeping to the Marketplace: The Evolution of Canadian Housing Policy (Montreal
and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1993), 189, 205.
6 For the development of social housing in Canada, see Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation,
Canadian Housing Observer 2011 (Ottawa: CMHC, 2011), https://www.cmhc-
schl.gc.ca/en/hoficlincl/observer/observer_009.cfm. For a brief discussion of the housing of
veterans in postwar Newfoundland, see C.A. Sharpe and A.J. Shawyer, Sweat Equity:
Cooperative House-Building in Newfoundland, 1920-1974 (St. John’s: Institute of Social and
Economic Research, 2016), 124-8.
7 Bacher, Keeping to the Marketplace, 210.
8 Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, Canadian Housing Observer, 132.
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leverage to deal with “slum housing” conditions. Brendan Gemmel writes that Halifax
(1931), Hamilton (1932), Toronto (1934), Winnipeg (1934), and Montreal and Ottawa
(both in 1935) had surveys during the Great Depression documenting deteriorating
housing conditions.9 We can add to this the survey conducted during Second World
War in St. John’s by the Commission of Enquiry into Housing and Town Planning on
the housing needs of the “central slum” and other areas in the city.10
Regent Park in Toronto in 1947, the first fully public housing development in
Canada, was followed by public housing efforts in other Canadian cities in the
postwar period.11 The implementation of public housing differed from one city to the
next, but slum clearance, and the surveys of residents in “designated slum areas” that
accompanied it, was often informed by a common ideology – one that connected
new housing to appropriate families.
There is a broad literature on slum clearance and urban renewal that helps to
situate the St. John’s case within a larger context. Whether we are looking at classic
ethnographies of working class slums on the eve of clearance such as Michael
Young and Peter Wilmott’s study of Bethnal Green in East London and Herbert J.
Gans’s work on the Italians in the west of Boston in the 1950s – or Canadian works
such as Donald Clairmont and Denis W. Magill’s investigations of Africville in
Halifax, Greg Marquis’s studies on urban renewal in Saint John, Richard White’s
work on Toronto, or Kay J. Anderson’s consideration of the Chinese in Vancouver –
issues of modernity are at play.12 While these writers are critical about the impact of
modernity, all acknowledge that, for the working class in these cities, plans were
being made to reorder their lives according to some rational design. However, not
everyone in need of housing was included in the housing plans.
In Canadian cities, slum clearance and the urban renewal process show a degree
of variation. And, as White shows for Toronto, it is important to look at slum
clearance and urban renewal as distinct phases.13 Slum clearance was closely
connected to early public housing developments in Toronto and other Canadian
cities in the 1950s. Urban renewal usually followed in the 1960s. In this case, social
housing was only one objective in Toronto and other Canadian cities as urban
9 Brendan Gemmel, The Federal Task Force on Housing and Urban Development and the Limits
of Participatory Democracy (MA thesis, Dalhousie University, 2017), 13.
10 This is discussed in the next section.
11 For a historical overview of Regent Park, see Sean Purdy, “By the People, For the People: Tenant
Organizing in Toronto’s Regent Park Housing Project in the 1960s and 1970s,” Journal of Urban
History 30, no. 4 (May 2004): 519-48.
12 Young and Wimott, Family and Kinship in East London; Gans, Urban Villagers; Clairmont and
Magill, Africville Relocation Report; Clairmont and Magill, Africville; Greg Marquis, “Growth
Fantasies: Setting the Urban Agenda in Saint John, New Brunswick, 1960-1976,” Acadiensis
XXXVI, no. 1 (Winter/Spring 2017): 122-44; Greg Marquis, “Uneven Renaissance: Urban
Development in Saint John, 1955-1976,” Journal of New Brunswick Studies 2, no. 1 (2010): 91-
122; Greg Marquis, “Regime or Coalition? Power Relations and the Urban Agenda in Saint John,”
Journal of Enterprising Communities 3, no. 4 (2009): 355-68; Richard White, Planning Toronto:
The Planners, the Plans, their Legacies (Vancouver and Toronto: University of British Columbia
Press, 2016); White “Urban Renewal Revisited”; Kay J. Anderson, Vancouver’s Chinatown:
Racial Discourse in Canada, 1875-1980 (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University
Press, 1991).
13 White, “Urban Renewal Revisited,” 28-32.
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regeneration plans were also connected to the commercialization of areas that once
contained housing. Toronto’s 1947 Regent Park project resulted in the clearing of
homes and rebuilding in the same area. However, not all original inhabitants were
rehoused in the new development. Sean Purdy notes: “By the time the project was
fully constructed, more than half of the apartments and houses were occupied by
families who had not lived in the areas before.”14 White states that some of the
applicants for the new Regent Park housing were “not eligible since destitute
families elsewhere in the city were considered a higher priority than some of the
displaced local residents.”15 Leases for the new development included the ability to
pay a given rent as well as prohibitions on the housing of “multiple families” or the
operation of “commercial enterprises.”16
In Toronto the original slum clearance plans were also never fully executed, and,
in the midst of some urban renewal plans, resistance by some city residents shaped
eventual outcomes. This is present in the dispute over the planning of the never-
completed Spadina Expressway.17 Moreover, tenants in Regent Park as early as the
1960s organized to protest the poor maintenance of the housing project; by the early
1970s, they were also campaigning for fair rents.18 White argues that while
“rational” elements were in place, there was not as much urban renewal in Toronto
as critics claimed.19
Halifax had a 1945 master plan dedicated to the study of slum clearance that
focused upon several areas, including the North End and Africville. 20 The latter was
located on the north shore of the Bedford Basin; Africville was settled in the 1840s
by Black refugees from the War of 1812.21 In the early 1950s, the Halifax Housing
Authority built some low-cost housing near the Halifax Commons in the North End.22
The 1953 Bayers Road Project consisted of 161 units and did not admit families with
incomes less that $1,500 per year. The project received 1,000 applications.23 While
Halifax City Council deliberated over slum clearance, it was only in 1956, when
CMHC recommended the English planner Gordon Stephenson to do an urban
renewal study, that plans for slum clearance and urban renewal took off.24
The neglected Africville “slum” – located near a garbage dump – became one of
the areas studied in preparation for clearance and urban renewal. It is the current
location of the MacKay Bridge, a classic case of urban renewal connected with
“slum” clearance. Despite the outcome, Tina Loo argues that in the lead up to the
14 Purdy, “By the People, For the People,” 523.
15 White, “Urban Renewal Revisited,” 10.
16 This is noted in the lease for tenants of the new Regent Park development in Toronto. See The
Housing Authority of Toronto, herein called “the Authority,” and of the City of Toronto, the
County of York, herein called “the Tenant,” GN 13/1/B, box 127, no. 58, The Rooms.
17 White, Planning Toronto, 295-302. The acclaimed urban renewal critic, Jane Jacobs, took part in
the protests over the Spadina Expressway.
18 Purdy, “By the People, For the People,” 534-6.
19 White, “Urban Renewal Revisited,” 28-33.
20 Marcus Paterson, Slum Clearance in Halifax: The Role of Gordon Stephenson (independent
project, Dalhousie University, 2009), 16.
21 Loo, “Africville and the Dynamics of State Power in Postwar Canada,” 36.
22 Paterson, Slum Clearance in Halifax, 16.
23 Bacher, Keeping to the Marketplace, 187.
24 Paterson, Slum Clearance in Halifax, 36.
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clearance “progressive reformers” showed concern about the plight of black
residents. In the clearance of Africville, however, much discretion was vested in a
single social worker. He collected intimate knowledge about the day-to-day lives of
the people being relocated. Moreover, this social worker was dealing with
homeowners who often lacked secure legal title to their properties.25 This eventually
influenced the transition of homeowners into single-family dwellings or social
housing. Clairmont and Magill note that only one-third of all of Africville residents
were homeowners after their relocation.26
Finally, for Saint John, Marquis shows discretion was at work in the designation
and clearance of slum areas. Despite the shortage of good housing, there was little
public housing in the city until the 1940s. In the postwar period, as was the case for
other Canadian cities, Saint John’s housing was subject to studies planning slum
removal. This included a 1947 master plan that guided slum clearance and urban
renewal projects in the 1950s and 1960s. The 1956 Potvin Report recommended the
demolition of nearly one-third of the 13,000 residences in the city. Yet the slum
clearance and urban renewal projects of the 1950s and 1960s did not solve the
affordable housing shortages in the city. Marquis argues that if not for the population
decline in the city after 1965 the level of housing need would have worsened.
Moreover, Marquis shows that by this time urban renewal efforts were also dedicated
to commercializing inner city areas as well as the Saint John Harbour area.27
Toronto, Halifax, and Saint John are important to our story. In each of these
cases, city planners were also deciding who should be housed. There was, in many
cases, a scarcity of new social housing. As we have seen, Regent Park in Toronto
did not rehouse all of the former inhabitants of the area cleared for this new
development. And some social differentiation was at work. In Halifax, the decisions
concerning Africville residents reflected how the absence of a formal land title
informed whether residents would be able to sell their homes and move into new
market-based homes or into social housing. In each case, decisions on eligibility
were being made. These decisions often involved the selection of appropriate
families, an important dimension to our story about St. John’s. Who were these
families, and how was appropriateness decided?
Integral to such selection were the conceptualizations of the family and
modernity. Few concepts have been as much debated as modernity. Modernization
broadly, according to Marshall Berman, is an ongoing process of social and cultural
renewal shaped by scientific advancements, technological growth, migration, and
industrial development that had overarching consequences for restructuring our
reality. This ever-present idea to be the first, and to do what is new, has shifted over
time. While Berman’s overall thesis is to show how modernity is not solid, he does
state that after the First World War the ideological framing of modernity was such
that, more so than in other time periods, modernity was something that was seen as
solid and unchanging – which it obviously was not.
25 Loo, “Africville and the Dynamics of State Power in Postwar Canada,” 35-6.
26 See Clairmont and Magill, Africville, 225.
27 Marquis, “Growth Fantasies” (esp. 129); Marquis, “Uneven Renaissance” (esp. 102); Marquis,
“Regime or Coalition?” (esp. 361-64).
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After the First World War, notions of modernity became more polarized and
narrow than just a century earlier. Berman explains this change: “Their twentieth-
century successors have lurched far more toward rigid polarities and flat
totalizations. Modernity is either embraced with blind and uncritical enthusiasm, or
else condemned with a neo-Olympian remoteness and contempt . . . . Open visions
of modern life have been supplanted by closed ones, Both/And by Either/Or.” After
the Second World War, modernity was something that could be exported to those
who needed it – namely the “developing” world but also to those areas in the
“developed” world that were decidedly un-modern, such as urban slums.28 For
functionalist thinkers in the social sciences after the Second World War, the
dimensions of achievement and economic growth were connected with modernity as
realized by the expansion of nuclear families and suburbs.29 For urban planners,
influenced by modernity, social progress was stalled by densely populated slums
that did not have the living features necessary for a modern world. They put forward
architectural designs and urban planning arrangements that would supposedly
provide better living for all.30
While once accepted in social science literature as progressive, modernity is now
is often reviled for undermining the lives of many people – especially within the
context of the need to assimilate pre-modern people to modern views and lifestyles.
The slum clearance and urban renewal plans and outcomes in Canada, the United
States, and Europe have come under heavy criticism in recent years in that
communities were undermined in the name of social progress.31
For our purposes, modernity is pertinent in terms of the role that it assumed since
the early 1950s in the slum clearance and urban renewal projects that took place in
St. John’s. Embedded in these projects was a concern about having appropriate
families ready to occupy the social housing projects, an approach that had much in
common with what was to happen in Canada during the 1950s and 1960s.
28 See Marshall Berman, All That is Solid Melts into Air: The Experience of Modernity (New York:
Simon & Schuster, 1982) (quotation on 24).
29 See Talcott Parsons, The Social System, ed. Bryan Turner (1951; London: Routledge, 1991). This
is a classic work in sociology that endorses modernity. In this work Parsons articulated the rise
and interrelation of modern personality and cultural and social systems. Modern societies practice
achievement-orientation, market economies, and nuclear families. The works of Parsons and his
followers prevailed for much of the middle third of the 20th century.
30 This is exemplified in the modern school of architecture and planning present in the works of Le
Corbusier and his followers, as well as other “scientific” planners. In 1942, Le Corbusier and his
followers in the Congrès International d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM) produced the Athens
Charter. This influenced the planning profession and urban planning in the post-Second World
War period. This document criticized slum living and social disorder in the industrial city and
argued that a well-planned city had geometric and functional features, better housing, and
improved livelihoods. For a summary and critique of CIAM, see Louis Guay and Pierre Hamel,
Cities & Urban Sociology (Don Mills, ON: Oxford University Press, 2014), 143-8. Modern
architecture also helped shape modern morality; for Le Corbusier’s modernist perspective, see Le
Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture (Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 1986[1931]).
31 For urban planning as being corrosive of community, the classic statement is Jane Jacobs, The
Death and Life of Great American Cities (New York: Vintage, 1961). See also Christopher
Klemek, The Transatlantic Collapse of Urban Renewal: Postwar Urbanism From New York to
Boston (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 2011).
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According to the functionalist perspective, modernity ushers forth the nuclear
family as the “family type” appropriate for industrial society.32 Whereas the extended
family was conducive to a pre-industrial agricultural society, the nuclear family
integrated well with the spatial mobility patterns required by industrial society in the
early post-Second World War period (the 1950s and 1960s). The nuclear (or
“natural”) family for functionalists was a heterosexual family with children living at
home.33 These families had a gendered division of labour, with males performing
“instrumental roles” in the public labour force and females assuming “nurturing
roles” in the privacy of the home. Children, in turn, were socialized into appropriate
roles as the nuclear family prepared them for schooling and other social functions that
had been performed by the family in a pre-industrial period.
While the preceding notion of the family and its “normalcy” is widely criticized
in sociological circles, this family type was numerically dominant for the first six
decades of the 20th century in Canada.34 One cannot, however, attribute the
dominance of the nuclear family to inherent features of modernity. Historical
research has shown that the “normalcy” of the nuclear family was an extension of
the “ideals” of “masculinity” and “femininity” from the middle to the working
classes. During the Industrial Revolution, working class females were common in
the labour force and factors such as the ideological shift towards appropriate gender
roles and the struggle for a family wage for male wage earners hastened the rise of
the nuclear family.35
In the period following the Second World War, the nuclear family’s dominance
was reinforced by social welfare policies. Research on the state and social policy in
the postwar period shows that whether it is in the form of social housing or welfare
entitlements, there was an institutional bias in favour of nuclear families.36 This bias
entered social housing programs in postwar St. John’s.
32 See Parsons, Social System, 115-52. This covers his views on families in pre-industrial and
industrial societies.
33 See Vern L. Bengston, “Beyond the Nuclear Family: The Increasing Importance of
Multigenerational Bonds,” Journal of Marriage and Family 63, no. 1 (February 2001): 1-16.
34 See Lois Harder, After the Nuclear Age? Some Contemporary Developments in Families and
Family Law in Canada (Ottawa: Vanier Institute of the Family, 2011), and Anne Milan and Nora
Bohnert, Fifty Years of Families in Canada: 1961-2011 (Ottawa: Statistics Canada, 2012),
http://www.statcan.gc.ca.census-recensement/2011/as-sa/98-312-x/98-312-x2011003_1-eng.cfm.
Statistics Canada data do show that the two-parent nuclear family is dominant for much of the
period after the Second World War; however, the existence of other family types shows that this
family cannot be construed as being natural. The doubling up of families in one household may
have been more common in “slum” areas slated for urban renewal. For example, data from the St.
John’s Housing Authority Survey showed that 260 families occupied 224 houses in the “central
slum.” In some cases, couples were forming families in the parental home of either the husband
or wife. See St. John’s Housing Authority Questionnaire, 1951-1952,” Planning Department
Housing Survey, RG 08-06, boxes 1 and 2, City of St. John’s Archives. These data are based upon
information contained in the 260 files for the area that was cleared from 1950 to 1966.
35 See Max Haller and Franz Hoellinger, “Female Employment and the Change of Gender Roles:
The Conflictual Relationship Between Participation and Attitudes in International Comparison,”
International Sociology 9, no. 1 (March 1994): 87-112.
36 See Sean Purdy “Industrial Efficiency, Social Order and Moral Purity: Housing Reform Thought
in English Canada, 1900–1950,” Urban History Review 25, no. 2 (March 1997): 30-40.
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St. John’s on the eve of social housing and urban renewal
St. John’s was in the midst of a housing crisis in the 1940s, which developed from
the aftermath of two significant fires (1846 and 1892) coupled with continual growth
of the population and lack of proper management at both the municipal and
provincial level (due in part to the Commission of Government discussed below).37
St. John’s had a population of 44,603 in 1945, which reached 79,884 by 1966.38 The
majority of its population was derived from European settlers (mostly from England
and Ireland) who arrived after the 16th century.39 Manufacturing, army bases, and the
service sector were significant employers in the city by 1945, which attracted people
from outport communities reeling from the two world wars.40 A gendered division
was evident in the number of men who were employed versus women, the type of
work that men and women did, and their weekly salaries. For example, while 11,361
men held wage employment in 1945 only 4,853 women were employed. Males were
mostly working in service, transportation and communication, and manufacturing
industries and earning on average a weekly salary of $26.56 per week, while women
mainly worked in the service and trade sectors earning on average $13.38 a week.41
The wage disparity can be explained by the social norms at the time, which dictated
that women, if working at all, ideally worked after completion of schooling but
before marriage and were more likely to work part-time.42
The city center “slum area” mostly mirrored these working demographics, which
reflects the diversity of the socio-economic status of its inhabitants. The “slum area”
was predominantly working class Irish Catholic, but New Gower Street, which was
the southern boundary of the area, also included a small percentage of the
immigrants (Chinese and Syro-Lebanese) who resided in the city.43
The “slums” north of New Gower Street drew the attention of St. John’s
Municipal Council in the early 20th century (see Map 1 and Map 2).44 In the early
1930s Newfoundland was in the midst of a financial crisis, and rule over the country
reverted to Great Britain until it joined Canada in 1949.45 While Newfoundland was
37 Keith Collier, “St. John’s 1815-2010,” Newfoundland and Labrador Heritage Web Site (2011),
http://www.heritage.nf.ca/articles/society/st-johns-nl.php.
38 Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, Historical Statistics of Newfoundland and
Labrador, Section A: Population and Vital Statistics, 17, http://www.stats.gov.nl.ca/publications/
Historical/PDF/SectionA.pdf.
39 See John Phyne, “On a Hillside North of the Harbour: Changes to the Centre of St. John’s, 1942-
1987,” Newfoundland and Labrador Studies 29, no. 1 (Spring 2014): 5-46 (esp. 9).
40 Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, Historical Statistics of Newfoundland and
Labrador, Section C: Labour Force, 67, http://www.stats.gov.nl.ca/publications/
Historical/PDF/SectionC.pdf, and Keith Collier, “St. John’s 1815-2010,” Newfoundland and
Labrador Heritage website (2011), http://www.heritage.nf.ca/articles/society/st-johns-nl.php.
41 Phyne, “On a Hillside North of the Harbour,” 12.
42 See Nancy Forestell, “Times Were Hard: The Patterns of Women’s Paid Labour in St. John’s
Between Two World Wars,” Labour/Le Travail 24 (Fall 1989): 47-66.
43 Phyne, On a Hillside North of the Harbour,” 9.
44 The “central slum” was not the only area of the city to receive attention for housing in the period
prior to Confederation in 1949 and in the decades after. For a discussion of the various housing
developments and initiatives during this period, see Sharpe and Shawyer, Sweat Equity.
45 Although the official name of the province is Newfoundland and Labrador, we refer to
“Newfoundland” in the remainder of this paper, as this was the official name of the country, and
later province, for the period in question.
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under rule from Great Britain (the Commission of Government), St. John’s Council
was offered a loan for new housing but the commission wanted financial jurisdiction
until the loan was repaid. The municipal council refused this offer. In 1939,
councillor John Meaney called upon the city and the commission to build homes. In
1942 Eric Cook, the deputy mayor, moved to have the newly elected council act on
housing. A 13-member committee under the leadership of Justice Brian Dunfield
(appointed by the Commission of Government) lead a Commission of Enquiry on
Housing and Town Planning (CEHTP). Dunfield rapidly began to exercise control
over the CEHTP. As we shall see, the CEHTP did not solve the “slum problem,” but
prepared the groundwork for post-Confederation projects that did so.46
Map 1 – City of St. John’s (1932) 
Depicting the Location of the “Old City Centre”
Source: Charles Conway, Department of Geography, Memorial University of
Newfoundland.
46 See Keith Collier, “Clearing the Slums: The Evolution of Public Housing in St. John’s, 1910-
1956: Part 2,” Newfoundland Quarterly 104, no. 2 (Summer 2011): 42-51; C.A. Sharpe, “‘Mr.
Dunfield’s Folly’: The Development of Churchill Park Garden Suburb in St. John’s,” in Four
Centuries and the City: Perspectives on the Historical Geography of St. John’s, ed. A.G.
MacPherson (St. John’s: Department of Geography, Memorial University of Newfoundland,
2005), 83-122.
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Figure 1 – Simm Street Before the Clearance
Source: Photo 11-02-036, City of St. John’s Archive.
Map 2 – “Old City Centre” of St. John’s
Source: Charles Conway, Department of Geography, Memorial University of
Newfoundland.
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CEHTP (1943) did a survey of 6,500 homes in St. John’s to assess the overall
quality of homes, the desire for better housing, and the willingness to pay for such
housing. It received 5,700 survey responses that covered 4,613 homes. While data
were not provided by street name, a substantial portion of the dwellings (many of
which were located in the city centre) needed to be replaced (1,000), were to be soon
condemned (525), or were to be immediately condemned (225).47 Most homes in the
latter two categories lacked water or sewer facilities. Many city centre households
collected water from public tanks. Wastewater was dumped into open drains that ran
downhill and at night a horse-drawn wagon collected “night soil” that was then
dumped into a collection tank at the top of Adelaide Street.48
Following British and Canadian planners, CEHTP advocated market-based
solutions.49 CEHTP established the St. John’s Housing Corporation (SJHC) to build
housing on land north of St. John’s. The objective was a “filtering up” process to
relocate the “better off” in the city centre to new housing, and free up better housing
in the city centre for those in more destitute conditions. The housing development
known as Churchill Park became a middle class suburb. It was part of 800 acres of
expropriated land that became the basis for housing developments after
Newfoundland became a Canadian province in 1949. A total of twenty (four-
bedroom) homes were built by 1947; the average price for each home was $11,300.50
This was beyond the means of most homeowners in the city centre. In 1945, the
average price for the 30 homes of residents located in the portion of the “central
slum,” where the current City Hall is now located, was just over $3,000.51
Prior to 1949, the only social housing development in St. John’s occurred on
acquired property (Ebsary Estates) northwest of the city centre. This was co-financed
by the Municipal Council and Commission of Government. This development was
known as the “Widow’s Mansions” and consisted of seventeen properties with four
apartments each; some from the “slum area” were rehoused there.52
The St. John’s Housing Authority and social housing in St. John’s, 1950 to 1956
Confederation and the entry of the federal government into the housing market
through CMHC ultimately solved the “problem” of the “central slum.” Under the
auspices of the Section 35 of the NHA, the federal and provincial governments
47 The categories were based upon the views of the CEHTP and did not constitute municipal council
policy.
48 See Phyne, “On a Hillside North of the Harbour,” 19. There were also concerns over disease in
the area. In 1942, St. John’s had a tuberculosis rate of 145 per 1,000 (average from 1938 to 1942).
This was much higher than the rate for any of Canada’s Maritime provinces.
49 See Sharpe, “‘. . . to prevent confused or over-optimistic thinking and possible disappointment’:
Brian Dunfield and the Slum Clearance Problem in St. John’s, Newfoundland, 1944,”
Newfoundland and Labrador Studies 27, no. 1 (2012): 99-129.
50 Jane Lewis and Mark Shrimpton, “Policymaking in Newfoundland During the 1940s: The Case
of the St John’s Housing Corporation,” Canadian Historical Review, LXV, no. 2 (June 1984):
209-39.
51 Phyne, “On a Hillside North of the Harbour,” 21.
52 Chris Sharpe and and Jo Shawyer, “The Evolution of Affordable Housing in St. John’s, 1920 to
1992: A Field Guide” (paper presented at Canadian Housing and Renewal Association’s 44th
National Congress on Housing and Homelessness, St. John’s, May 2012).
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divided the costs associated with public housing: 75 per cent federal and 25 per cent
provincial.53 From 1950 to 1956, six federal-provincial (FP) projects were
undertaken in St. John’s (see Table 1).
The city became one of the earliest and largest beneficiaries of this funding. The
SJHC provided cleared and serviceable land that became the site of these FP
projects. In addition, the St. John’s Housing Authority (SJHA) became the vehicle
for selecting tenants for these FP projects. As we shall see, need was not the only
factor in determining eligibility. In fact, SJHA looked for viable nuclear families in
terms of economic ability to pay and good citizenship characteristics – attributes not
characteristic of a substantial minority of “central slum” inhabitants
Table 1 – Public Housing in St. John’s, 1950 to 1956
Project Name Location Number of Units
FP 1/50 Westmount (including 140
Cashin Avenue, Froude
Avenue and Vicker’s Lane)
FP 3/52 Empire Avenue 152
FP 4/54 Wallace Place, Whiteway 36
Street, Newtown Road, 
Hoyles Avenue, Grace
Street and Anderson
Avenue
FP 5/55 Livingstone and 46
Goodview Streets
FP 6/55 Cowperthwaite, Mitchell, 146
Keegan and Stabb Courts
(near the intersection with 
Elizabeth Avenue)
Total 1950-1956 520
Source: Based upon data contained in Collier (2012b). Collier states that 98 units
were removed from the “central slum” as a result of FP 1/50, and 24 were removed
from the “central slum” as a result of FP 3/52. The data from the 1951-52 SJHA
survey discussed here shows that 224 homes were surveyed in the “central slum.”
In order to find tenants for the FP projects, SJHA conducted a survey in 1951 and
1952 of 501 homes in the inner city of St. John’s. The SJHA survey included 260
53 Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, Canadian Housing Observer 2011, 132.
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families in 224 households that were relocated between 1951 and 1964. This
constituted the “central slum” that authorities had deliberated over in previous
decades.54 Initially, the poorest slum dwellers were excluded from positive
assessments. The “least eligible” for public housing were often left in the slum until
the final clearance under the auspices of urban renewal in the 1960s.55 Our
preliminary findings show that stable working class renters and homeowners were
favoured by SJHA. However, many homeowners remained in the area along with
the poorest inhabitants until the City of St. John’s turned to the commercialization
of the inner city.
In assessing the data from the 1951-1952 survey, we have to go beyond the simple
classification of A, B, C, D, E, or F provided on the file folder for each family.56 There
were no definitions provided for any of these categories, but category “C” meant
rejection. In addition, some file folders did not have the category “C” but were definite
rejections based upon the comments within the file. A closer examination shows that
some rejections (category “C”), especially for homeowners, were made after the
family head revealed that they were either building a new home, moving, or wanting
to stay in their current location. In addition, homeowners who received a “favourable”
recommendation were not necessarily accepted or moved into public housing.
Table 2 shows the breakdown of eligibility for public housing for renters and
those who paid no rent. In terms of the latter, several families were housed in
dwellings owned by the City of St. John’s but who were not paying rent. In the cases
of both renters and those who did not pay rent, the rejection rate was more than 50
per cent. Some of the reasons included the inability to pay rent in the new public
housing, “poor citizens,” and being “on social welfare.” In many cases, these
categories overlapped.
Given that there were more public housing units available than for the ten
recommended (see Table 1), many in the “other category” must have eventually
been accepted into public housing. While we do not have such figures, one thing that
is clear is that the first comprehensive attempt to clear the “central slum” is based
upon a social determination of eligibility. In addition to assessing those renting and
not paying rent, SJHA also provided an evaluation of homeowners in the area. These
data are summarized in Table 3. In this case, the rejection rate is only 18.1 per cent.
In the majority of cases (53.2 per cent), homeowners were willing to relocate.
54 The data for the city centre discussed below are from City of St. John’s, “St. John’s Housing
Authority Questionnaire, 1951-1952” in Planning Department Housing Survey, RG 08-06, boxes
1 and 2, City of St. John’s Archives. For St. John’s, the data are derived from the “Special
Meeting, October 29, 1953,” City of St. John’s, Regular and Special Minutes of St. John’s City
Council, City of St. John’s Archives. We selected 224 files from the 501 in the survey. These files
represent the houses and streets cleared from 1950 to 1966. The survey was conducted in two
stages: all homes were surveyed in 1951, and in 1952 most homes received a second visit from a
surveyor. The second survey was under the name of the St. John’s Municipal Council, but was
conducted by SJHA.
55 Some residents in the worst housing, however, were relocated in the early 1950s. We know this
from some of the 51 interviews that we conducted as part of the larger study on which this article
is based.
56 These categories were sometimes used together (for example A1 and C), and were not clearly
defined aside from Category C.
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Table 2 – The St. John’s Housing Authority Survey Assessment of 
Eligibility of Renters for Public Housing (Numbers and Percentages)
Category Recommendation Rejection Other Total
Renters 7 59 38 104
(6.7) (56.7) (36.5) (100.0)
No Rent 3 35 17 55
(5.4) (63.6) (30.9) (100.0)
Total 10 94 55 159
(6.3) (59.1) (34.6) (100.0)
Note: The “Other” category includes those who were accepted but did not want to
relocate or were satisfied with their current location.
Source: “St. John’s Housing Authority Questionnaire, 1951-1952,” Planning
Department Housing Survey, RG 08-06, boxes 1 and 2, City of St. John’s Archives.
These data are based upon information contained in the 260 files for the area that
was cleared between 1950 to 1966.
Table 3 – The St. John’s Housing Authority Survey Assessment of 
Eligibility of Homeowners for Public Housing (Numbers and Percentages)
Category Number
Willing to Relocate 50 (53.2)
Satisfied With Current Location 21 (22.3)
Rejected by the SJHA 17 (18.1)
Don’t Know 6 (6.4)
Total 94 (100.0)
Source: “St. John’s Housing Authority Questionnaire, 1951-1952,” Planning
Department Housing Survey, RG 08-06, boxes 1 and 2, City of St. John’s Archives.
These data are based upon information contained in the 260 files for the area that
was cleared from 1950 to 1966.
For many, the issue of “proper compensation” was critical to ensure the
recouping of the value of the home – especially as many planned to buy elsewhere
in the city. The statement “no renters” indicated that it was a homeowner being
surveyed. Nevertheless, as we shall see, the provision of new public housing for
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homeowners was not part of the final decision by provincial authorities. A bias
emerged in favour of “stable renters” or those who could still afford rents after the
maximum rental supplement by the province.
The 1951-1952 survey was in preparation for the 152 apartments in the Federal-
Provincial (FP-3/52) project in the Anderson Avenue and Elizabeth Avenue area
north of the city centre (see Map 3). This area was part of the “land assemblage”
cleared to make way for the Churchill Park suburb in the late 1940s.57 FP-3/52 was
the second of five projects from 1950 to 1956. However, notes from the survey show
that some were asked to consider one of the “few remaining apartments” in the
Westmount (FP-1/50) area that surrounded the Ebsary Estates area. Ninety-eight
houses in the city centre were taken down as part of the FP-1/50 project. Only 24
houses in the city centre were taken down in conjunction with FP–3/52.58
Map 3 – FP-3 Housing Development in St. John’s
Source: Courtesy of City of St. John’s Archives.
Further for the 152 apartments in FP-3/52, only 85 of the total of 326
recommendations in the SJHA survey involved relocation to this area. Since only 24
homes were taken down in the city centre as a result of FP-3/52, at most only 27-28
families were relocated.59 The remainder of the 152 dwellings went to other
57 See Collier, “Clearing the Slums,” and Sharpe, “‘Mr. Dunfield’s Folly’.” Lewis and Shrimpton,
in “Policy-Making in Newfoundland in the 1940s,” 209-39, also provide a comprehensive
overview of the development of the Churchill Park suburb.
58 Collier, “Clearing the Slums.”
59 There were 1.16 families per household in the city centre portion of the survey.
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applicants from St. John’s. This would include 57 other people surveyed and
recommended who lived outside of the city centre, and 67 people not surveyed.60
Before we turn to qualitative assessments made by those who administered in the
1951-1952 survey, it is useful to turn to the thoughts of Stanley Pickett, the first city
planning officer for St. John’s. Pickett hailed from the United Kingdom and was
made responsible, in part, for planning the clearance of the “central slum.”61
Pickett was not averse to “selecting” tenants for public housing based upon
eligibility criteria.62 However, he was perturbed with the fact that far too many
tenants for the FP-3/52 housing development were selected from individuals outside
of the 501 surveyed in the city centre (including 241 from outside of the “central
slum”):
It will be seen that only 56 per cent of the Apartments have been
occupied by families which have been surveyed and recommended
by the Council. In my opinion, this percentage is very
unsatisfactory, having regard to the time spent on the surveys and
their considerable costs . . . . It is recommended that these figures
be noted and that before tenants for any future Housing Schemes are
solicited, they be discussed with the Department of Municipal
Affairs and the St. John’s Housing Authority so that clear
understanding can be reached between the Council and the
Authority and any similar waste of time and money avoided.
Pickett added that the City of St. John’s should have been the primary decision-
maker when it came to allocating housing:
The results from the survey could be considered unsatisfactory
inasmuch as many of those recommended could not be moved to
new apartments as they were not accepted by the St. John’s Housing
Authority. It was felt the survey should be done by one body and
that the city should have the primary say in determining the families
who would occupy new buildings.63
60 These figures are derived from a letter from City Planning Officer Stanley Pickett to St. John’s
City Council. See St. John’s City Council, “Special Meeting, 29 October 1953,” City of St. John’s,
Regular and Special Minutes of St. John’s City Council, pp. 304-5, City of St. John’s Archives.
He is referring to the 501 surveyed in the city centre, 260 of these were located in the “central
slum.”
61 Pickett was appointed in 1952, and in 1953 he prepared the document Report on the Re-
Development of the Central Area of St. John’s. As noted elsewhere (Phyne, “On a Hillside North
of the Harbour,” 24-34), while Pickett, like Dunfield and Bland before him, envisioned the
redevelopment of the central area to include residential properties the urban renewal of the central
slum in the 1960s only included plans for commercial properties and a new City Hall.
62 See Pickett’s letter of resignation as planning officer in 1956 in Sharpe and Shawyer, “Evolution
of Affordable Housing in St. John’s, 1920 to 1992.”
63 Pickett, City Planning Officer, to St. John’s City Council, St. John’s City Council, “Special
Meeting, 29 October 1953,” City of St. John’s, Regular and Special Minutes of St. John’s City
Council, pp. 304-5, City of St. John’s Archives.
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A copy of this letter was sent to Brian Dunfield, chair of the Town Planning
Commission.
Provincial authorities may have influenced the SJHA. The Department of
Municipal Affairs and Supply indicated that the provincial government could only
provide so much rental assistance. Clarence Powell, deputy minister of Municipal
Affairs and Supply, noted in 1954 that the SJHA received 1,200 applicants for 152
dwellings on Empire Avenue. These applications were most likely for the FP-4/54
project (see Table 1). While the intention in all of these FP projects was to remove
individuals from the central area, this was not always possible as one had to be a
tenant, and a large number of people in the central area owned their own homes. In
addition, 62 applicants could not qualify on the basis of a needed income of at least
$900/year. The economic rental was $55/month for these units, and the subsidy for
all units was a maximum of $20/month.64
Given this, it is not surprising that SJHA made use of eligibility criteria in
assessing the inhabitants of the “central slum” for the FP-3/52 project (see Table 1).
While all inhabitants of the “central slum” were eventually “cleared” by the early
1960s, these initial assessments are important in that the “housing chances” (to
paraphrase Weber) of residents were not equal.65 By the late 1950s, those who
remained in the “central slum” were most likely homeowners and those on “social
welfare.”
In addition to rehousing “stable renters,” SJHA was aware of the requirements
for the housing units put up by federal and provincial authorities. SJHC was also a
signatory to these agreements. Stable renters with incomes “not too high” were
sought for dwellings that would not include subletting or the addition of commercial
establishments.66 The result meant FP projects (see Map 3) consisted of homes
designed for individual families. The FP projects were located northwest, north, and
northeast of the old “central slum.” These projects, once on the periphery of St.
John’s, are now centrally located within a much larger city.
Good citizens, good housekeepers, stable renters, and family sizes not too small
(i.e., usually no smaller than four individuals) or too big (i.e., usually no more than
nine individuals) were prerequisites for an overall favourable evaluation. Often
employers or neighbours of family members were sought out and asked to confirm
the character of occupant, as mentioned in the quotations below. This seemed to be
one of the measures used to gauge the quality of the “citizen.”
What needs to be kept in mind is that the SJHA survey was a proactive effort to
see who would be eligible for new housing, as well as seeing who was willing to
64 “Clarence Powell Interview, March 4, 1954, Department of Municipal Affairs and Supply:
Minutes and Related Materials, 1954,” GN 133.30, box 4, The Rooms.
65 The sociologist Max Weber uses the term “life chances” to refer to how individuals in a market-
based capitalist society draw upon income, property, and/or credentials as a basis for their class
position and mobility prospects. See Max Weber, Economy and Society: An Outline of
Interpretive Sociology, vol. 2, ed. Guenther Roth and Claus Wittich (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1978), 927-32.
66 See Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, The Province of Newfoundland and St. John’s
Housing Authority Agreement Dealing With 1950, GN 13/1/B, box 127, no. 58, The Rooms. The
year “1950” refers to the Westmount project, the first FP project after Confederation in 1949.
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move. SJHA sought out potential applicants, and then decided who would be
eligible if an application was made. Moreover, some of those rejected included
“good citizens” who were homeowners deemed “not eligible” for new public
housing. In the early 1950s these homeowners and those on social welfare proved to
be in the wrong place at the wrong time.67
In the following case, a homeowner who was favourably evaluated did not
receive a recommendation for a new home:
Mr. (Name) and his family reside at the above address which is a 3
story 7 room house in a fairly good state of repairs. The apartment
is quite clean and tidy and Mrs. (Name) proved to be quite
cooperative and social minded. Mr. (Name) was not present at
interview but from his employer I learn that he has proven himself
to be a sober and reliable employee. He is employed on a basic
wage of $45.00 but in addition he works much overtime which
accounts for his additional salary. Besides his own income his
daughter (Name) is now working at F.M. O’Leary’s at a salary of
$19 per week.68
Despite this favourable evaluation, the front of the questionnaire is marked with the
comments “Owns House” and “Family too small.” There is a second file with the
same address and name, with the survey of 1952. The file states “Mr. (Name) has no
idea what he should do if the house is bought or demolished – [he is] not interested
in an apartment.” In other words, the male owner of this residence did not want to
rent.
The following homeowner also received a favourable evaluation, but was
rejected. There were seven living in the household: a male homeowner, two sons,
two daughters, a granddaughter and grandson. The file notes: “The family has been
living here for a number of years in quite comfortable circumstances, but if they are
forced to sell out, in the interest of the slum clearance, they hope to purchase
elsewhere which would afford them the same comfort.”
In another home of six people, with a male employed by the municipal council,
the survey stated “this house, situated at the top of [name of street] is in a fair state
of repair, with water and sewage and other conveniences; the house is old, like the
others in this locality, but it is looked after and could not be classed as a slum in the
real sense.” This homeowner was not interested in relocating at the time of the
survey. Regardless, the “notes” on the file folders for some homeowners indicated a
category ‘C’ or rejection, likely due to an administrative decree that only renters
were eligible for housing.
67 This will be elaborated upon in the next section of this paper.
68 The individual files in the survey are not numbered. Each file indicates the street number of the
respondent of the dwelling in question. In addition, the names of individuals in each dwelling are
usually indicated in survey notes. In order to protect the confidentiality of survey informants, we
did not include the street name in reporting the comments of those administering the survey.
Whenever the name of a respondent is noted by the individual administering the survey, we
indicate this as follows: (Name).
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Some renters were declared “good citizens.” In reference to a home in one of the
worst streets in the “central slum,” one surveyor noted:
The houses in this block are probably the worst yet visited –
positively uninhabitable. The income in the present instance is
pretty fair and quite reliable, but these people have been unable to
find a better place – at least that is the story. Mr. (Name)’s son
(Name) hasn’t been able to find work since leaving school, but he
is looking around for a job. His daughter (Name) works at home,
and receives $20.00 a month – Mothers allowance – the gentleman
in the case has vanished. The family are very anxious to move out
of this leaky and worn out old structure, which is kept as neat and
clean as possible under the circumstances. The members of the
household as a whole are quiet and law abiding, and once rescued
from the present environment would prove to be good citizens.
This family of “good citizens” was given a favourable recommendation for public
housing. This was the case for another family:
Mr. (Name) and family inside at the above address which is a 4
bedroom dwelling plus toilet. It is in a fair state of repairs and [the]
interior is quite clean and tidy. Mrs. (Name) appears to be quite
sociable and an efficient housekeeper. Her daughter (Name) is a
child of a former marriage. Mr. (Name) was not present at the
interview but from all observations of the home it appears that quite
a desirable family life exist and marks of general interest in the
home is quite obvious.
On the front of the survey for this family, it was written: “Family too Small.” There
is a second file with the same address and name, with the St. John’s Municipal
Council Housing Survey, 1952. The outside of the folder had “Not Interested”
written on the front, and inside it is stated that the family is planning to move out in
the spring.
Another family was rated highly, but could not afford to pay the rent in the new
public housing units:
[There are] 7 living in household: Husband and wife and their five
children (four girls and one boy). Mr. (Name) and family occupies 3
rooms on the second floor of the above address which is the property
of (Blank space). The apartment is quite clean and tidy and Mrs.
(Name) appears to be quite efficient as housekeeper and mother.
During [the] interview she was quite cooperative and impressed one
with her social mindedness. Mr. (Name) was not present at the
interview but from the homely and pleasant atmosphere of the home I
concluded an ideal family life do exist. Also from the other tenant of
the house who appears to be a reliable citizen I learn that Mr. (Name)
is quite a satisfactory and desirable neighbour and is quite interested in
doing odd jobs around the home which otherwise could be demanded
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of the landlord. He was employed on the M.V. Brigus throughout 1950
until Sept when he was removed [from the boat] until 20th Dec. when
he started work as a Stevedore. However he expects to be going on
some of the CNR boats again soon as a permanent employee.
The front of the questionnaire is marked with “not interested, rent too high.” Table
4 shows that the “old city centre” contained a disproportionate percentage of those
who lived “rent-free” in St. John’s. While the data for St. John’s, as a whole, are
from the 1945 census, it is highly likely that not much changed by 1951 when the
SJHA survey of the inner city was completed. As we can see from Table 4, while
less than 3 per cent (2.3) of all tenancies were “rent-free” for St. John’s in 1945, over
20 per cent (21.7) of all tenancies in the “old city centre” were “rent-free” in 1951.
Table 4 – Housing Tenure in St. John’s (1945) and 
the “Old City Centre” of St. John’s (1951)
Tenure St. John’s (1945) Old City Centre (1951)
Owner-Occupied 4893 94
(61.1) (37.1)
Rent 2927 104
(36.6) (41.1)
Rent-Free 189 55
(2.3) (21.7)
Total 8009 253
(100.0) (100.0)
Sources: The figures for St. John’s (1945) are based upon data contained in “Table 65
– Occupied Dwellings by Type Classified According to Tenure, Value, and Monthly
Rent, for St. John’s, 1945,” in Eleventh Census of Newfoundland and Labrador, 1945
(Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1949). The data for the “old city centre”
consists of 253 files, or families (from 224 residences), in the St John’s Housing
Authority Survey (1951-52) who resided in the “old city centre” (referred to by
authorities as the “central slum”) that was cleared between 1950 to 1966. While we
have files for 260 families, we only have housing tenure data for 253 of these families.
These files are a subset of the 501 files in the survey for the inner city as a whole.
In contrast to “stable renters” and “homeowners,” many paying low rent (usually
around $5 to $10/month) or no rent (living with a relative, on social welfare, or in
homes owned by the municipality) received unfavourable evaluations.69 The
69 St. John’s City Council, Regular and Special Minutes of St. John’s City Council, 1964-1966, City
of St. John’s Archives. There are various references during these years of those living “rent free.”
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exclusion of low-income and no-income earners for the new housing projects shows
how notions of citizenship (and their significance in meeting the eligibility criteria)
were biased towards those who were not just economically stable; but the quotations
below also indicate a bias toward abled bodied, healthy, and conforming to ideal
family (and religious) doctrines (such as children born after marriage). Despite this,
surveyors were sympathetic to the plight of some of these individuals. In this case
of an “abandoned woman” living rent-free in her mother’s home, the surveyor notes:
This apartment, situated on the ground floor, is occupied by two
tenants, Mrs. (Name) and Mrs. (Name) that later has been reported
under a separate cover. In conversation with Mrs. (Name) she
explained that her husband who was a widower cleared out a couple
of years after their marriage, and she has heard nothing from him
since, not received assistance of any kind. She has been employed
for the past ten years at the Imperial Tobacco Co, and caring for her
son, as well. The small apartment here is comfortable and large
enough for two (with no rent) because her mother owns the place
and she occupies the adjoining house. Mrs. (Name) is not interested
in a new apartment while she can live here free of rent, in any case,
she would be unable to pay a way larger rental under the present
circumstances.
On the front of the questionnaire, it is written: “Family too Small.” There is a second
file (1952) with the same address and name. The report states “Mrs. (Name) husband
deserted her some years ago, and contributes nothing toward the support of herself
and son. The house is the property of Mrs. (Name) mother, with whom she lives.”
A second letter from the St. John’s Housing Authority dated 25 October 1952 states
in red: “CATEGORY ‘C’. REJECTED. THIS FAMILY AND INCOME IS TOO
SMALL” (emphasis in the letter).
In the case of another family who was rejected, the surveyor also showed some
sympathy:
Visited the above address on Dec.22nd. (Name) is living under
conditions bordering on destitution. His wife is dead, and the other
members of the family are a son, and grandson. One room,
containing a bed, table and chairs made up the complete living
quarters. The only income is $25.00 dependent allowance, and
$5.00 per month family allowance. His son stammers very badly,
and is below average mentality, which renders him incapable of
earning his living. (Name) gets around with difficulty, and his
At this time, the city was also calculating the lost revenues from unpaid property taxes and arguing
that new commercial ventures would yield more income to the city. In addition, some of our 51
interviewees who lived in the “central slum” prior to its clearance in 1966 noted that some
individuals paid no rent due to the kindness and/or need of homeowners. In one case, a woman
needed to work because her husband was ill. They allowed another woman to live rent free in an
apartment in their home in exchange for child care.
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present disability is aggravated by the cold, wretched surroundings.
He is unable to pay rent, but badly in need of a decent shelter.
In contrast to the two families above, the following family received no sympathy
despite its hardship:
Mr. (Name) and family lives in the two room ground flat of the
above address, for which he pays no rent as the house was
condemned by the Council in 1949. The flat occupied by Mr.
(Name) is fairly clean and well kept considering the fact that all the
children are small. However interviewing Mr. (Name) himself I
came to the conclusion there is a great lack of initiative considering
his age and good health. It appeared that he was content to sit and
complain, rather than to be up and doing. Mrs. (Name) appeared to
be quite efficient as a housekeeper and mother and both were fairly
cooperative with information requested, though there was an air of
restraint when discussing the family income. The fact that the house
is condemned speaks for its condition, which is certainly not fit for
human habitation.
Finally, the following cases were rejected due to social welfare:
I visited Mr. (Name) at above address. He is unemployed and only
worked for relief during 1950. He lived with his brother on [street
name] until 3 months ago when the Welfare Dept. secured his
present rooms. The Welfare Dept. is paying the rent for these rooms
as Mr. (Name) and family depend entirely on relief. Mrs. (Name)
had just returned from hospital with a new baby at time of
interview. The rooms which are on the top floor of a dilapidated
house are dirty and have been badly neglected. Household effects
consist of necessities only. They would like to provide more
sanitary quarters but are not in a position to pay any rent.
I visited Mrs. (Name) at above address. This house is in poor
condition and has been condemned by the Municipal Council. Mrs.
(Name) lives alone with her two children since her husband left her
and went to the mainland with another women three years ago. She
receives the dependents allowance, which is her only source of
income. The three rooms which they occupy are in a deplorable
condition and the children show signs of being badly neglected. At
time of interview there wasn’t any fire in the house, as they didn’t
have any coal.
For the latter case, a second folder with the St. John’s Municipal Council City
Planning Department Housing Survey dated 6 October 1952 contains a letter from
the St. John’s Housing Authority dated 27 October, 1952, which states in red
“CATEGORY ‘C’. REJECTED,” and in black “THIS IS EVIDENTLY A
WELFARE CASE” (emphasis in the letter).
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Welfare cases were largely made up of families unable to provide income, or a
sufficient income to pay rent. They were usually single-parent families, multi-
generational families, elderly individuals or couples, or contained family members
who were disabled and/or ill. In some cases they were unrelated individuals renting
out rooms, or just co-habiting. In many instances these overlapped.
The survey assessments outlined in this section provide an idea of what surveyors
considered to be and not to be “good citizens.” Good citizens were those individuals
who were pleasant, forthright with their employment and financial information, who
were currently or soon-to-be employed, married with children, and owning a decent
number of household “effects” such as furniture. On top of these, gendered notions
of citizenship were also included. Men were judged on the state of the house repairs
and how much they drank, while women were judged on the cleanliness of the home
and their “social mindedness.” Thus “good citizenship” was a key criterion (at least
during the survey) for obtaining a rental house or apartment.
Figure 2 – Clearing the Area near Carter’s Hill
Source: Photo 01-19-030, City of St. John’s Archives.
The arrival of urban renewal, 1960 to 1970
Our analysis shows that the functionalist argument that the nuclear family is a
natural outgrowth of modernity requires scrutiny. In the “central slum” area of St.
John’s, and perhaps in other “slum areas,” the doubling up of families was a
common occurrence. As the data for the 1951-1952 survey of the inner city slum
area shows, 16 percent of all households had more than one family with 260 families
sharing 224 homes. Slum clearance was part and parcel of the social construction of
the nuclear family required for modernity and “good citizenship.” In this case, the
state played a key role in normalizing nuclear families via their criteria for the new
housing developments that went hand-in-hand with the requirements of what
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became urban renewal. And, for this to happen, state authorities needed to evaluate,
consolidate, and nurture good citizens. Modernity did not arrive in situ; it was
manufactured out of plans, priorities, and temporary setbacks. The “slum” was
cleared in a protracted and deliberate manner.
In the midst of the 1951-1952 SJHA survey, the city of St. John’s moved to ensure
that the dwellings in the “central slum” did not receive any repairs beyond what was
necessary to keep such dwellings “wind and airtight,” passing, in 1952, a by-law to
that effect.70 This proved important as many dwellings (including those condemned
by the city in 1951 and 1952) remained until urban renewal funding arrived in the
mid-1960s. The nature of the early clearance during the 1950s suggests that
homeowners (ineligible but favourably evaluated) and those on meagre incomes,
including social welfare, remained in the “central slum” until the final clearance.
The foregoing discussion shows the impact of social evaluation in determining
eligibility for public housing in early postwar St. John’s. For some, this had the
effect of devaluing their properties. A committee was formed in May 1964, which
included the Progressive Conservative Member of the House of Assembly for the
area, to secure better compensation for those whose properties were wanted by the
city. In June 1964, the provincial Liberal government passed the city council’s
“Central Area Redevelopment Act.” This act included wide powers of expropriation.
In 1964, 130 properties (residential, commercial, and estate) were identified by city
council for the purpose of being purchased. The regular and special minutes of city
council from 1964 to 1966 provide data on 89 of these properties, 55 of which were
residential. For residential properties, 40 homeowners accepted the offer from city
council, and 15 were expropriated. These latter individuals “held out” for better
compensation. All expropriations occurred after the “Central Area Redevelopment
Act” received royal assent. In the meantime, city council in the 1960s prepared for
the commercialization of the former “central slum.”
Prior to this commercialization, and later in tandem with it, new public housing
developments took place in areas adjacent to the former “central slum.” These
showed that the social housing projects during the 1950s had not been sufficient.
While we do not have full information on where the remainder of those removed
from the “central slum” from 1964-1966 ended up living, it is reasonable to assume
that the 1965 public housing development of 210 units in Buckmaster’s Field north
of the city centre (known locally as Buckmaster’s Circle) may have housed some
former “central slum” inhabitants. Others may have relocated to social housing in a
development in the northeast of the city centre. Finally, some may have moved into
abandoned houses in the Gower Street area in the East End of the city.
The commercialization of the former “central slum” was only realized in the late
1980s as St. John’s positioned itself as the “oil capital” of the northwest Atlantic. At
this time, land close to City Hall became the site of the Radisson Hotel in 1987 (now
the Delta Hotel). This hotel was built on land acquired by Basil Dobbin (a local
property developer) in 1980. One hundred and thirty homes were acquired in 1980
and demolished in 1982. These homes were adjacent to the land once occupied by
70 The discussion in the following paragraphs is based upon Phyne, “On a Hillside North of the
Harbour,” 28-39.
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the former “central slum.” After the Radisson Hotel was built, the former “central
slum” area quickly became filled with commercial properties including the St.
John’s Convention Centre and the Mile One Stadium. The City of St. John’s also
used NHA funding for some low-income housing near City Hall, and for rent-
geared-to-income housing in a complex west of the former “central slum.”
In the late 1960s, the Newfoundland and Labrador Housing Corporation (NLHC)
absorbed the SJHC and centralized public housing decision-making. With the
exception of some projects that the City of St. John’s developed in the city in the
1980s, public housing in the city was subsequently and is now directed by the NLHC.
In the fall of 2013, the City of St. John’s removed the inhabitants of several
homes on the east side of Waldegrave Street (see Map 2) in order to prepare for the
expansion of the St. John’s Convention Centre. While this street was not within the
“central slum” discussed in this paper, it lay just south of this area. The inhabitants
were on social welfare and represented the continuance of poverty in the city centre
of St. John’s. The homes have now been removed and the St. John’s Convention
Centre occupies the corner of New Gower Street and Waldegrave Street (down to
Water Street). In the meantime, some of the poor in the city centre access a soup
kitchen in the George Street United Church and a food bank on Cookstown Road.
While “visible” in the former “central slum” of the inner city, the poor are in reality
“invisible” amidst the wealth of a revived central city. 
The urban poor may be invisible in the city centre, but are present in what were
once working class suburbs north, northwest, and northeast of the former “central
slum.” These former suburbs are the FP-1 to FP-6 projects of the 1950s. The former
suburbs are in a more central location of a geographically dispersed St. John’s. In
addition, the “oil money” that has poured into St. John’s since the 1980s has arguably
contributed to escalating housing and rental prices in the city. This was confirmed by
a provincial government official who, in an interview in 2011, declared “here on
McFarlane Street (just north of the former “central slum”) a house sold for $99,000 –
only worth $30,000 – [the buyers] valued the plot of land 20 feet wide. More and more
of that happens . . . people are displaced – the price of housing – the landlord raises the
rent for one room $250/month to $500/month. Apartments once $500 are now $800 to
$900/month.” He added that since 2008 the market has “driven past” what people on
social assistance can afford on the current government rental subsidy.71 While the
“central slum” is long gone, urban poverty and low-income housing needs remain.
Conclusion: reconsidering modernity and slum clearance
In their study of Oke-Foko, an inner-city slum in Ibadan, Nigeria, Grace
Ogunyankin and Michelle Buckley place “slum” in quotation marks: “The term is
often used from an outsider’s perspective and is a value-judgement on those living
71 Government official, interveiw by John Phyne, 6 June 2011, St. John’s, notes in possession of
author. This interview was conducted prior to the 51 interviews that formed the core of the larger
project on which this current article is based. Some data from those interviews are found in John
Phyne and Christine Knott, “Outside of the Planners’ Gaze: Community and Space in the Centre
of St. John’s, Newfoundland, 1945-66,” in Sociology of Home: Belonging, Community and Space
in the Canadian Context, ed. Gillian Anderson, Joseph G. Moore, and Laura Suski (Toronto:
Canadian Scholars’ Press, 2016), 167-86.
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in areas designated as ‘slum.’ The outsider’s perspective often discounts the
insider’s perspective and masks the experience and everyday reality of those living
there.”72 While 21st-century Oke-Foko is separated from the “central slum” of St.
John’s in time and space, the image of the “slum” as one imposed by outsiders
remains. From the early decades of the 20th century until its designation as the
“central slum” in the 1940s, the inner city of St. John’s had the physical and
assumed social characteristics of a slum. This is noted in the McGill architect John
Bland’s consideration of the “central slum” as an area of juvenile delinquency, and
in Steven High’s informants’ views of the place as having a “red light district.”73
While some of the 51 former residents of the “central slum” and areas adjacent to
the “slum” interviewed for a larger study of which this article is a part acknowledged
some prostitution in the area, none referred to the area as a “red light district.” In
fact, only two individuals, both from streets adjacent to the “slum,” referred to the
place as a “slum.” The other 49 informants never used this term.
However, the “central slum” was used as a term by planning officials and that is
what mattered in the relocation. While officials with SJHA showed some
compassion towards those who were worse off in the “central slum,” this article
demonstrates that their ultimate objective was to select out the most deserving from
this area for relocation. “Good citizenship” was an important marker in early post-
Confederation Newfoundland. It is not surprising that the use of good male workers
and good female homemakers served as benchmarks for selecting potential housing
applicants. This was, after all, the 1950s, and this period has become iconic for
valourising the gendered division of labour that is reflected in the good citizenship
criteria used by the SJHA.
This usage, though, shows that we need to consider two dimensions of “slum
clearance” and “urban renewal” that are not usually connected in the literature. First,
although the labelling of the “slum” in terms of its physical and social backwardness
is widely cited in the literature, most research does not show how planning officials
interrogated the moral character of “slum” inhabitants beyond a sweeping
overview.74 This survey by SJHA demonstrates that officials collected abundant
information on the work life and day-to-day practices of “slum” inhabitants and used
this to socially differentiate the “slum” population. The demarcation used is not that
72 Grace Adeniyi Ogunyankin and Michelle Buckley, “Incremental and Instant Urbanization:
Informal and Spectacular Urbanisms,” in Urbanization in a Global Context, ed. Alison L. Bain
and Linda Peake (Don Mills: Oxford University Press, 2017), 70-86 (esp. 81).
73 See John Bland, Report on the City of St. John’s. Prepared for the Commission on Town Planning
(St. John’s: n.p., 1946), 5, and Steven High, “Rethinking the Friendly Invasion,” in Occupied St.
John’s: A Social History of a City at War, 1935-1945, ed. Steven High (Montreal and Kingston:
McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2010), 151-90 (quotation on 179). High’s work, in part,
consists of 50 interviews with individuals who lived in St. John’s during the Second World War.
While the class background of the individuals is not identified, a perusal of the commentary in
High’s article and the others in this edited collection suggests that many of the informants may
have been from middle class backgrounds. It is not likely that anyone from the old city centre that
was cleared from 1950 to 1966 was part of that study.
74 Some exceptions in Canadian research that show how planning officials developed a detailed
knowledge of slum dwellers include White, “Urban Renewal Revisited” and Loo, “Africville and
the Dynamics of State Power in Postwar Canada.”
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of “slum” dwellers versus other inhabitants in St. John’s; it is a demarcation that
attempted to see to what extent some “slum” inhabitants had the social
characteristics viewed laudable amongst those who lived outside of the “slum.”
After all, those being relocated needed to “fit in.” Authorities during the postwar
period were in the midst of making planning a “scientific discipline.” This could
only be accomplished in a holistic consideration of the reordering of both
architectural and social space, and that was a prelude to what happened in urban
renewal studies. As Canadian cities launched such studies in the late 1950s as part
of applications for more funding from CMHC, the documents that emerged were
multidisciplinary considerations that collected knowledge on necessary street
construction, housing design, and social backgrounds.75
Second, we also need to reconsider the issue of “slum clearance” within the
context of what constitutes modernity. The functionalist conception of modernity
viewed the heterosexual nuclear family of male workers and female homemakers as
part of a modern society. This research shows that in the case of slum clearance,
modernity was part of a social accomplishment in the making. Modernity in housing
did not occur due to the emergence of an industrial economy and urban living.
Planners sought what they wanted, often from other places. While there is not room
to digress on this point, the fact that British planners, or British-influenced planners,
had an impact on the planning process needs some reconsideration. How did the
distillation of ideas from across the Atlantic enter some Canadian cities and move on
to other cities? In other words, how was modernity achieved in municipal settings?
Finally, in the Newfoundland context, modernity was also embedded in projects such
as fisheries, industrial development, and the resettlement of rural communities.76
In conclusion, while being critical of the use of defined categories for rehousing
individuals from the “central slum” we are not suggesting rehousing should not have
occurred. As noted elsewhere, many of the residents of the former “central slum”
needed to be relocated.77 The existence of substandard housing without water and
75 These features are present in the urban planning document commissioned by the city of St. John’s.
See Project Planning Associates Ltd., City of St. John’s Newfoundland: Urban Renewal Study.
Prepared for the Municipal Council (Toronto: Maclean-Hunter, 1961).
76 For the modernization of the fisheries, see Miriam Wright, A Fishery for Modern Times: The State
and the Industrialization of the Newfoundland Fishery, 1934-1968 (Don Mills, ON: Oxford
University Press, 2001). Industrial development, projects based upon import substitution
industrialization in the 1950s and large-scale industrialization in the 1960s and 1970s, may have
differed in scale; but each reflected a modernity that the Smallwood government tried to achieve.
For import substitution industrialization, see Doug Letto, Chocolate Bars and Rubber Boots: The
Smallwood Industrialization Plan (St. John’s: Bluehill Publishing, 1998). A recent perspective on
the role of the Smallwood government in large-scale industrialization is found in Raymond B.
Blake, Lions or Jellyfish: Newfoundland-Ottawa Relations Since 1957 (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 2015), 58-97. In addition, the Smallwood regime’s work on the resettlement of
rural communities also incorporated a modernist bias in that the relocation of rural dwellers to
growth poles in larger towns would provide access to services. Similar to slum clearance,
resettlement assumed that geographical relocation and the reordering of the population fostered
modernity in otherwise traditional places. For resettlement, see Ralph Matthews, “There’s No
Better Place Than Here”: Social Change in Three Newfoundland Communities (Toronto: Peter
Martin, 1976) and Blake, Lions or Jellyfish, 98-124.
77 Phyne “ On a Hillside North of the Harbour,” 40.
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indoor plumbing is inadequate habitation for anyone in a modern western society.
CMHC funding provided the new Newfoundland government with the necessary
funding to deal with an issue that had been in existence for over 50 years. Our
interview data, moreover, show that while there was a mixed reception to the new
neighbourhoods to which former “central slum” residents relocated, many
interviewees indicated that access to indoor plumbing and heating made lives more
bearable for their mothers. They no longer had to bear the brunt of daily trips to the
water tanks that existed in various locations of the “central slum.”
The problem is that not enough housing was provided for in the early stages of
CMHC funding to deal with the residents of the “central slum.” In addition, the
viability of the FP projects was contingent upon both demonstrated need and the
ability to pay rent. As we have seen, this meant that housing officials, humane or
otherwise, had to use social categories to determine who was eligible, and the ideals
of good citizenship were put to use in the SJHA survey. While remaining residents
of the “central slum” were resettled in the midst of urban renewal in the 1960s, the
initial categorization favoured stable workers in nuclear families. By the 1960s,
those on social welfare and homeowners seem to be amongst the last to leave the
“central slum.”
